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Geometric PDE from Particle Physics

From time immemorial, the laws of nature at its most fundamental have been a source
of inspiration for geometry and the theory of partial differential equations:

I Electromagnetism : The electric and the magnetic field are unified in the
curvature F = dA of an Abelian U(1) connection A, and the field equations (in
vacuum) are Maxwell’s equations

d†F = 0, dF = 0.

I Gravitation : The force of gravity is described by a metric gij and the field
equation in vacuum is given by Einstein’s equation

Rij = 0

where Rij is the Ricci curvature of the metric gij .
I Weak and strong interactions : Both these subnuclear forces are described by

non-Abelian gauge theories. Thus the basic field is a non-Abelian gauge field A,
the field strength is given by its curvature FA = dA + A ∧ A, and the field
equations are the Yang-Mills equations

d†AF = 0, dAF = 0.

The first equation is the Euler-Lagrange equation for the Yang-Mills action
I (A) = ‖FA‖2, and the second equation is the second Bianchi identity.



Observations

I While complex versions of these equations have proved to be very interesting in
their own right, the equations themselves do not require a complex structure. In
fact, in their original version, they are formulated in terms of a Lorentz metric
on space-time.

I The above equations describe each individual force in nature. But the
unification of all forces into a single, consistent, theory has been one of the
grand dreams of theoretical physics. Since the mid 1980’s, a prime candidate for
such a unified theory has been supersymmetric string theories.

I The basic question is then, what new partial differential equations arise from
unified string theories and what is their underlying geometry ?

I Very early on, Candelas, Horowitz, Strominger, and Witten (1985) had
identified Kähler, Rk̄ j = 0 as such an equation. Note the appearance of a
complex structure.

I But more recently, there has been increasing interest in other solutions. These
are particularly interesting for us as, as a consequence of supersymmetry, they
are new PDE’s, they require complex structures, and they suggest new notions
of canonical metrics in non-Kähler geometry.



FEATURES OF UNIFIED GRAVITY THEORIES

String theories (unified themselves into M Theory since the mid 1990’s) are at the
present time the only known viable candidate for a unified quantum theory of all
interactions including gravity. Some of their key features are the following:

I They are theories of extended objects.

I Space-time is required to have dimension 10 (or also 11, in the case of M
theory).

I They incorporate supersymmetry, which is a symmetry pairing bosons
(represented by tensor fields) with fermions (represented by spinor fields).

It is not possible to give here an adequate description of these theories which are quite
involved. Instead, we shall just give an impressionistic view, and focus on a few
mathematical implications which play an important role in the geometric PDE’s that
we shall describe in the sequel.



SUPERGRAVITY THEORIES

I In the low-energy limit, string theories (of which there are 5) and M Theory
reduce to just field theories of point particles in a 10 or 11-dimensional
space-time, and we shall just consider these.

I Since string theories automatically incorporate gravity and are supersymmetric,
their low energy limits are supergravity theories, i.e. field theories which
incorporate gravity and are supersymmetric. The incorporation of gravity means
that the fields always include a metric GMN , where M,N are space-time indices.

I The requirement of supersymmetry on a higher-dimensional space-time is a
severe constraint, and there are very few supergravity theories.

I In 10-dimensions, the (bosonic) field content always includes the gravity
multiplet GMN ,BMN ,Φ, where BMN is a two-form, and Φ is a scalar field. The
gravity multiplet is supplemented by the following fields, depending on the
original string theory.

Type I and Heterotic E8 × E8 and SO(32) string theories: a gauge field AM

Type II A and Type II B: odd and even forms C2k+1 and C2k respectively,
together with self-duality constraints.

I In 11-dimensions, the bosonic field content is just a metric GMN together with a
closed 4-form F4.

I The fermionic fields and the action are then determined by supersymmetry.



11-dimensional supergravity
The bosonic fields are a metric G = GMN and a 4-form F = dA3. The action is

I =

∫
d11x
√
−G(R −

1

2
|F4|2)−

1

6

∫
A3 ∧ F4 ∧ F4

where F4 = dA3 is the field strength of the potential A3.

Type I and Heterotic SO(32) and E8 × E8 string theories
The bosonic fields are a metric G , a 2-form BMN , a scalar Φ (from the gravity
multiplet), and a vector potential AM (from the vector multiplet). The action is

I =

∫
d10x
√
−G(R − |∇Φ|2 − e−Φ|H|2 − e−Φ/2Tr [F 2])

and F is the curvature of A, and H = dB − ωCS (A) + ωCS (L), where ωA is the gauge
Chern-Simons form Tr(A ∧ dA− 2

3
A ∧ A ∧ A), and ωCS (L) is the Lorentz

Chern-Simons form.

Type II A and Type II B string theories
The bosonic fields are again a metric G , a 2-form BMN , a scalar Φ, supplemented by
(2k + 1)-forms C2k+1 in the case of Type IIA, and (2k)-forms C2k in the case of Type
IIB, for 0 ≤ k ≤ 4. Several self-duality conditions also have to be imposed to reduce
the theory to the correct number of degrees of freedom.



SUPERSYMMETRY

Even though the requirement of supersymmetry is at the foundation of much of what
is said here, once again, we discuss only some of its mathematical implications.

I The supersymmetric partner of a metric GMN is a gravitino field χM
α.

I The supersymmetry of a field configuration e.g. (GMN , χM
α) requires that,

under a supersymmetry transformation, its gravitino field χM
α is unchanged.

The infinitesimal variation of a gravitino field is of the form

δχM
α = DMξ

α

where ξ is a spinor field, and DM is a covariant derivative. This is the analogue
of the infinitesimal variation of a metric GMN under diffeomorphisms generated
by a vector field VM , namely δGMN = ∇{MVN}.

I For our purposes, a spinor is a section of a spin bundle, and a spin bundle is just
a vector bundle over space-time which carries a representation of the Clifford
algebra. Recall that the Clifford algebra is an algebra generated by matrices γM ,
called Dirac matrices, satisfying the Clifford relations

γMγN + γNγM = 2GMN



I The simplest connection on spinors is the spin connection
∇Mξ = ∂Mψ + 1

2
ωMJNγ

JγNξ, where ωMJN is the Levi-Civita connection and γJ

are Dirac matrices.

I But other connections DM are possible, and actually required by the desired
symmetries of the full theory

DMψ = ∇Mψ + HMN1···Npγ
[N1 · · · γNp ]ψ

Thus another field H arises which can be a (p + 1)-form. The case of a 3-form
is responsible for the torsion H in the equations for the heterotic string, and the
case of a 4-form for the field F4 in 11-dimensional supergravity, both discussed
earlier.

I A space-time (GMN , χM
α) is supersymmetric if δχM = 0. Since δχM = DMξ,

this means that there must exist a spinor ξ which is covariantly constant under
the connection DM .



I The existence of a covariant constant spinor is well known in mathematics to be
characteristic of reduced holonomy and special geometry (Berger, Lichnerowicz,
et al). Here physics has provided supersymmetry as motivation, and raised the
necessity of considering other connections than the Levi-Civita connection
involving torsion.

I For phenomenological reasons, it is desirable to compactify space-time to
M3,1 × X , and to preserve supersymmetry upon compactification. The above
considerations reduce to similar considerations on the internal space X . In
particular the existence of covariantly constant spinor fields ξ imposes additional
structure on the internal space, such as e.g. a complex structure for even
dimensions constructed from bilinears in ξand a holomorphic top-form Ω,
defined e.g. in 3-dimensions by

JM
N = ξ†γMγ

Nξ

and
ΩMNP = ξ†γMγNγPξ



A BROAD OUTLINE OF THE REMAINING PART OF THE TALK

With these broad considerations as motivation, our main purposes in this talk are:

I To write down concrete equations resulting from each of the string theories
(heterotic, Type II A and Type II B) and 11-dimensional supergravity.

I To discuss of the underlying geometric structures. We shall see that they often
involve complex or symplectic structures, but they are usually not Kähler.

I To describe some of the difficulties resulting from the non-Kähler property, more
specifically the absence of a ∂∂̄-lemma, and the general attempt to address
them through geometric flows.

I To describe some of the results obtained so far, and mostly the many open
problems.



Equations from the Heterotic String

Let X be a 3-fold equipped with a holomorphic non-vanishing (3, 0)-form Ω and a
holomorphic vector bundle E → X with c1(E) = 0. Then the Hull-Strominger system
is the following system of equations for a Hermitian metric ω on X , with curvature
Rm ∈ Λ1,1 ⊗ End(T 1,0(X )), and a Hermitian metric H on E , with curvature
F ∈ Λ1,1 ⊗ End(E),

i∂∂̄ω − α′Tr(Rm ∧ Rm − F ∧ F ) = 0, ω2 ∧ F = 0

d(‖Ω‖ωω2) = 0

I A metric ω is said to be balanced in the sense of Michelsohn is ω2 is closed.
Originally, the last equation was written in terms of torsion. The above

reformulation of the last equation as the balanced condition for ‖Ω‖1/2
ω ω is due

to Li and Yau.

I The following solution of the Hull-Strominger system was proposed by Candelas
et al. Take E = T 1,0(X ), and set H = ω. Then the first and third equation
reduce to i∂∂̄ω = 0, d(‖Ω‖ωω2) = 0, which imply that ω is Kähler and
Ricci-flat. This is consistent with the second equation.

I Observe that this provides an independent, physical motivation for the Kähler
Ricci-flat condition, which arose in geometry rather as a generalization of the
Uniformization Theorem.



COMPARISON WITH KÄHLER GEOMETRY

I In Kähler geometry, a canonical metric is defined by a (1, 1)-cohomology class
and a curvature condition (e.g. constant scalar curvature). From this point of
view, the Hull-Strominger system can be interpreted as a canonical metric for
non-Kähler geometry: one specifies a (2, 2)-cohomology class, and the Anomaly
cancellation equation is a corresponding curvature condition.

I But a big difference is the ∂∂̄-lemma of Kähler geometry. To have a metric ω in
the same Kähler class as ω0, it suffices to take

ω = ω0 + i∂∂̄ϕ

where the potential ϕ is unique up to a harmless additive constant. The
curvature condition on ω can be easily rewritten as PDE in the potential ϕ.

I There is no known analogue of the ∂∂̄-lemma for balanced metrics. There are
many ansatze, e.g. ω2 = ω2

0 + Φ for a closed (2, 2)-form Φ, but none of them is
more compelling than the others, and the resulting equations in terms of Φ are
usually quite complicated.



THE ANOMALY FLOW AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR THE ∂∂̄-LEMMA

We describe now joint work with Sebastien Picard and Xiangwen Zhang on the
Hull-Strominger system, based on the idea that the absence of a ∂∂̄-lemma for
balanced metrics can be bypassed by using a geometric flow.

More precisely, let X be a compact complex 3-fold, equipped with a nowhere vanishing
holomorphic (3, 0)-form Ω. Let t → Φ(t) be a given path of closed (2, 2)-forms, with
[Φ(t)] = c2(X ) for each t. Let ω0 be an initial metric which is conformally balanced,
i.e., ‖Ω‖ω0ω

2
0 is a closed (2, 2)-form. Then the Anomaly flow, introduced by P., S.

Picard, and X.W. Zhang in 2015, is the flow of (2, 2)-forms defined by

∂t(‖Ω‖ωω2) = i∂∂̄ω − α′(Tr (Rm ∧ Rm)− Φ)

Here α′ is a fixed constant parameter, and ‖Ω‖ = (iΩ ∧ Ω̄ω−3)
1
2 is the norm of Ω

with respect to ω.

I Note that, when Φ = Tr(F ∧ F ), the stationary points of the flow are precisely
solutions of the equation i∂∂̄ω − α′Tr (Rm ∧ Rm − F ∧ F ) = 0, and

I that the flow preserves the conformally balanced condition. Indeed, by
Chern-Weil theory, its right hand side is a closed (2, 2)-form and hence for all t,
d(‖Ω‖ωω2) = 0.



COMPARISON WITH THE KÄHLER-RICCI FLOW

Although its original motivation is rather different, the Anomaly flow appears now to
be a higher order version of the Kähler-Ricci flow ∂tω = −Ric(ω), with the additional

complications of ‖Ω‖−1
ω , of torsion, and of quadratic terms in the curvature tensor.

I In the Kähler-Ricci flow, the (1, 1)-cohomology class is determined

[ω(t)] = [ω(0)]− tc1(X )

In the Anomaly flow, we have rather

[‖Ω‖ω(t)ω(t)2] = [[‖Ω‖ω(0)ω(0)2]− tα′(c2(X )− c2(E))

I However, the (2, 2) cohomology class [‖Ω‖ωω2] provides much less information
than the (1, 1)-cohomology class [ω]. For example, the volume is an invariant of
an (1, 1) cohomology class, but not of a (2, 2)-cohomology class.

I As an indirect consequence, the maximum time of the Anomaly flow is not
determined by cohomology alone and depends on the initial data. In this
delicate dependence on the initial data, the Anomaly flow is closer to the Ricci
flow than the Kähler-Ricci flow.



APPLICATIONS OF THE ANOMALY FLOW

Even though the Anomaly flow appears forbidding, it has already produced some
remarkable applications:

I A new proof of the Fu-Yau solution of the Hull-Strominger system

Let (Y , ω̂) be a Calabi-Yau surface, equipped with a nowhere vanishing
holomorphic form ΩY . Let ω1, ω2 ∈ H2(Y ,Z) satisfy ω1 ∧ ω̂ = ω2 ∧ ω̂ = 0.

From this data, Calabi, Eckmann, Goldstein, and Prokushkin constructed a toric
fibration π : X → Y , equipped with a (1, 0)-form θ on X satisfying ∂θ = 0,
∂̄θ = π∗(ω1 + iω2). Furthermore, the form Ω =

√
3 ΩY ∧ θ is a holomorphic

nowhere vanishing (3, 0)-form on X , and for any scalar function u on Y , the
(1, 1)-form

ωu = π∗(euω̂) + iθ ∧ θ̄

is a conformally balanced metric on X .

Theorem (PPZ, 2016) Consider the Anomaly flow on the fibration X → Y
constructed above, with initial data ω(0) = π∗(Mω̂) + iθθ̄, where M is a
positive constant. Fix H on the bundle E satisfying the Hermitian-Yang-Mills
equation ω(0)2 ∧ F = 0. Then ω(t) is of the form π∗(euω̂) + iθ ∧ θ̄ and,
assuming an integrability condition on the data (which is necessary), there exists
M0 > 0, so that for all M ≥ M0, the flow exists for all time, and converges to a
metric ω∞ with (ω∞, π∗(H)) satisfying the Hull-Strominger system.

The existence of the fixed point in the theorem was obtained before by Fu and
Yau (2006) by elliptic methods. It was the first non-Kähler solution of the
Hull-Strominger system and the first major breakthrough on these equations
since their formulation in 1986.



A simpler but particularly interesting case of the Anomaly flow is when α′ = 0,

∂t(‖ω‖ωn−1) = i∂∂̄ωn−2

with a conformally balanced initial metric. It is well-defined in any dimension, and its
stationary points are precisely Kähler metrics.

I A new proof of the Calabi conjecture

Theorem (PPZ 2018) If χ is a Kähler metric on X and we take as initial data a
metric ω(0) satisfying ‖Ω‖ω(0)ω(0)n−1 = χ̂n−1, then the flow exists for all time
t > 0, and as t →∞, the solution ω(t) converges smoothly to a Kähler,
Ricci-flat, metric ω∞ satisfying

ω∞ = ‖Ω‖−2/(n−2)
χ∞ χ∞

where χ∞ is the unique Kähler Ricci-flat metric in the cohomology class [χ̂],
and ‖Ω‖χ∞ is an explicit constant.

In particular, we have obtained a new proof of Yau’s theorem solving the Calabi
conjecture, with a new equation and new estimates.



It is instructive to write down the equation explicitly. The point in this case is that we
can identify an evolution of (1, 1)-cohomology classes. Define f ∈ C∞(X ,R) by

(n − 1)e−f = ‖Ω‖−2
χ̂ , and let t → ϕ(t) be the following Monge-Ampère type flow

∂tϕ = e−f (χ̂+ i∂∂̄ϕ)n

χ̂n
, ϕ(x , 0) = 0

subject to the plurisubharmonicity condition χ̂+ i∂∂̄ϕ > 0. Then

χ(t) = χ̂+ i∂∂̄ϕ(t) > 0, ‖Ω‖ω(t)ω(t)n−1 = χ(t)n−1

is precisely the solution of the Anomaly flow. Note that this flow is of Monge-Ampère
type, but without the log as in Yau’s solution, and without the inverse power of the
determinant, as in the recent equation proposed by Collins et al.. Because of this, we
need a new way of obtaining C2 estimates. It turns out that a test function

G(z, t) = log Tr h − A(ϕ−
1

[χ̂n]

∫
X
ϕχ̂n) + B[

(χ̂+ i∂∂̄ϕ)n

χ̂n
]2

involving the square of the Monge-Ampère determinant is needed, which may be
useful also in the future.



To discuss the next application, it is useful to rewrite the Anomaly flow as a flow of
(1, 1)-forms,

∂tgk̄ j =
1

(m − 1)‖Ω‖ω
{
−R̃k̄ j−

1

2
Tk̄pqT̄j

pq+Tk̄ js τ̄
s+τ r̄ T̄j k̄ r̄+τj τ̄k̄+

1

2(m − 2)
(|T |2−2|τ |2)gk̄ j

}
for all m ≥ 3. Here ω = igk̄ jdz

j ∧ dz̄k , R̃k̄ j = gpq̄Rq̄pk̄j is the Chern-Ricci tensor,

T = i∂ω = 1
2
Tk̄ jmdz

m ∧ dz j ∧ dz̄k is the torsion tensor, and τ` = (ΛT )` = g j k̄Tk̄ j`.

This formulation still involves explicitly the form Ω. Recently, it was observed by T.
Fei and P. (2019) that after a rescaling ω → η with the form η given by

η = ‖Ω‖ωω

the Anomaly flow becomes equivalent to the flow

i−1∂tη = −
1

m − 1

{
R̃k̄ j (η) +

1

2
Tk̄pq(η)T̄j

pq(η)
}
.

Remarkably, this flow coincides with the particular flow identified by Ustinovskyi
(2018) as the one which preserves Griffiths-positivity and Nakano-positivity among a
family of generalizations of the Ricci flow in non-Kähler geometry introduced by J.
Streets and G. Tian.



I An answer to a question of Ustinovskyi

In his work on the above flow, Ustinovskyi showed that its periodic points must
be conformally balanced. He raised the question of identifying them completely.
Now that we know that this flow coincides with the Anomaly flow, we can
answer readily this question: the periodic points must be Kähler Ricci-flat
metrics.

Indeed, the following monotonicity formula for the Anomaly flow had been
established by T. Fei and S. Picard (2019),

∂t

∫
X
‖Ω‖αω

ωn

n!
= −

(α− 1)(α− 2)

2(n − 1)

∫
X
‖Ω‖α−1

ω i∂ log ‖Ω‖2
ω∧∂̄ log ‖Ω‖2∧

ωn−1

(n − 1)!

−
α− 2

2(n − 1)(n − 2)

∫
X
‖Ω‖α−1

ω (|T |2 + 2(n − 3)|τ |2)
ωn

n!
≤ 0

This implies that
∫
X ‖Ω‖

α
ω
ωn

n!
is monotone decreasing. In particular, if there is a

periodic point, the quantity
∫
X ‖Ω‖

αωn must be constant in time.

But then ∂ log ‖Ω‖ω and T must vanish identically. This implies that ω is
Kähler and ‖Ω‖ω is constant. The Ricci curvature of ω is then identically 0.
Q.E.D.



Equations from Type II string theories

We discuss next solutions of the Type II B string with 05/D5 brane sources and of the
Type II A string with O6/D6 brane sources, as formulated by L.S. Tseng and Yau,
building on earlier formulations of Grana-Minasian-Petrini-Tomasiello, Tomasiello, and
others. In particular, (subspaces of) linearized solutions have been identified by Tseng
and Yau with Bott-Chern and Aeppli cohomologies in the case of Type II B, and with
their own symplectic cohomology in the case of Type II A, as well as interpolating
cohomologies between the two notions. Related boundary value problems have been
recently studied by Tseng and Wang.

Here we shall focus on the resulting non-linear partial differential equations.

TYPE II B STRINGS

Let X be compact 3-dimensional complex manifold, equipped with a nowhere
vanishing holomorphic 3-form Ω. Let ρB be the Poincare dual of a linear combination
of holomorphic 2-cycles. We look for a Hermitian metric satisfying the following
system

dω2 = 0, i∂∂̄(‖Ω‖−2
ω ω) = ρB

where ‖Ω‖ω is defined by iΩ ∧ Ω̄ = ‖Ω‖2
ωω

3. If we set η = ‖Ω‖−2
ω ω, this system can

be recast in a form similar to the Hull-Strominger system,

d(‖Ω‖ηη2) = 0, i∂∂̄η = ρB



TYPE II A STRINGS

Let X be this time a real 6-dimensional symplectic manifold, in the sense that it
admits a closed, non-degenerate 2-form ω (but there may be no compatible complex
structure, so it may not be a Kähler form). Then the equations are now for a complex
3-form Ω with ImΩ = ?ReΩ, and

d(ReΩ) = 0, ddΛ(?‖Ω‖2ReΩ) = ρA

where ρA is the Poincare dual of a linear combination of special Lagrangians. Here
dΛ = dΛ− Λd is the symplectic adjoint.

All these present the same feature of a cohomological condition together with a
curvature-type condition. In joint work with T. Fei, S. Picard, and X.W. Zhang, the PI
proposes to study them by analogous Anomaly flows,

I Type II B string:

∂t(‖Ω‖ηη2) = i∂∂̄η − ρB , d(‖Ω‖η0η
2
0) = 0

I Type II A string:

∂t(ReΩ) = ddΛ(?‖Ω‖2ReΩ)− ρA, d(ReΩ0) = 0

Because the right hand side is closed, the closedness of the initial condition is
preserved, and the system is solved if the flow converges.



Equations from 11-dimensional Supergravity

In a similar vein, 11-dimensional supergravity also leads readily to some remarkable
geometric partial differential equations. Recall that the fields of the theory are an
11-dimensional Lorentz metric Gij and a 4-form F = dA and the action is

I =

∫
d11x
√
−G(R −

1

2
|F |2)−

1

6

∫
A ∧ F ∧ F

The field equations are

d ? F =
1

2
F ∧ F , Rij =

1

2
(F 2)ij −

1

6
|F |2Gij

where the symmetric 2-tensor F 2 is defined by

(F 2)ij =
1

6
FiklmFj

klm.

The supersymmetric solutions are the solutions which admit a spinor ξ satisfying

Dmξ := ∇mξ −
1

288
Fabcd (Γabcd

m + 8Γabcδdm)ξ = 0

i.e. spinors which are covariantly constant with respect to the connection Dm,
obtained by twisting the Levi-Civita connection with the flux F .



Early solutions

Some early solutions were found with the Ansatz M11 = M4 ×M7, where M4 is a
Lorentz 4-manifold and M7 a Riemannian manifold with metrics g4 and g7

respectively. Setting F = cVol4 where Vol4 is the volume form on M4 reduces the field
equations to

(Ric4)ij = −
c2

3
(g4)ij , (Ric7)ij =

c2

6
(g7)ij

i.e., M4 and M7 are Einstein manifolds with negative and positive scalar curvatures
respectively. These are the Freund-Rubin solutions, which include AdS4 × S7.

More sophisticated solutions can be found with other ansatz for F , e.g.
F = cVol4 + ψ for suitable ψ, leading to nearly G2 manifolds (Englert, Pope-Warner,
Pope-van Nieuwenhuisen, D’Hoker et al. and many others).

The Duff-Stelle multimembrane solution
For us the special solution of particular interest is obtained by setting
M11 = M3 ×M8,

g11 = e2Ag3 + g8, F = Vol3 ∧ df

where g3 is a Lorentz metric on M3, g8 is a Riemannian metric on M8, and (A, f ) are
smooth functions on M8. The now well-known solution of Duff-Stelle is then obtained
by assuming the flatness of g3, the conformal flatness of g8, the radial dependence of
A, f , and supersymmetry.



We now discuss joint works with Teng Fei and Bin Guo on finding more systematically
solutions to 11-dimensional supergravity. To begin with, we consider solutions given
by warped products M11 = M3 ×M8, g11 = e2Ag3 + g8, F = Vol3 ∧ df as in the
original work of Duff and Stelle. The first result is a complete characterization of such
data giving rise to a supersymmetric solution:

Theorem (FGP, 2019) The data (g3, g8,A, f ) is a supersymmetric solution to
11-dimensional supergravity equation if and only if
(a) g3 is flat;
(b) ḡ8 := eAg8 is a Ricci-flat metric admitting covariantly constant spinors with
respect to the Levi-Civita connection;
(c) e−3A is a harmonic function on (M8, g8) with respect to the metric ḡ8;
(d) df = ±d(e3A).

Applying the classic results of S.Y. Cheng, P. Li, and S.T. Yau on lower bounds for
Green’s functions as well as new constructions of complete Kähler-Ricci flat metrics on
C4 by Szekelyhidi, Conlon-Rochen, and Li, we obtain in this manner a complete
supersymmetric multi-membrane solution, including many solutions not known before
in the physics literature.



More general solutions of 11-dimensional supergravity will ultimately have to be found
by solving partial differential equations. These equations will be hyperbolic, because of
the Lorentz signature of M11, but as a start, we can try and identify the subcases
where the Lorentz components are known, and deal only with elliptic equations. Thus
we consider space-times and field configurations of the form M11 = M1,p ×M10−p ,

G = e2Ag1,p + g , F = dVolg ∧ β + Ψ

where β and Ψ are now respectively a 1-form and a 4-form on M10−p , both closed.

Theorem (FGP, 2019) There exist general parabolic flows of the configuration
(g(t),A(t), β(t),Ψ(t)) (which can be written down explicitly) with the following
properties:
(a) The forms β and Ψ remain closed along the flow, and the above ansatz is
preserved;
(b) The corresponding configuration (G ,F ) on M11 evolves in time by the flow

∂tGMN = −2RMN + F 2
MN −

1

3
|F |2GMN , ∂tF = −2F −

1

2
d ? (F ∧ F )

whose stationary points are (assuming a cohomological condition) solutions of
11-dimensional supergravity;
(c) If T <∞ is the maximum time of existence of the flow, then

limsupt→T−supM10−p (|Rm|+ |A|+ |β|+ |Ψ|) =∞

We note that related flows of G2 structures have been proposed by Bryant and Xu,
and Lotay and Wei.


